AllData® Aggregation
Simplify Integration of Financial Data Into Any Technology Platform With Our REST API Solution

Leading financial institutions and technology providers use AllData Aggregation to gather financial data for millions of consumers every day. By accessing this robust solution through our REST APIs, you can develop innovative products and services with speed and agility.

Enhanced Data for High Performance Applications

AllData Aggregation is the premier financial data aggregation solution for your financial applications – enabling access to more than 18,000 consumer data sources including bank, credit card, investment, retirement, insurance and loan accounts.

Our proprietary categorization engine, along with years spent accessing data, allows us to go beyond normalization and cleansing to supply enhanced, actionable data that can be used to develop solutions for retail, wealth management, loan and financial services customers.

Deeper data and enrichment allows us to solve for wider, more complex use cases than any other provider. Powerful pattern recognition, enabled by our large-scale data, can be used to provide personalized insights and actionable financial guidance.

Create Innovative Products and Services With Ease

AllData Aggregation is a scalable, flexible solution that accommodates your growing business needs. Aggregated data can be delivered in batch files or retrieved using web service APIs. The data you need is easy to integrate with any application, regardless of the underlying technology platform.

Bank-Grade Security

AllData Aggregation leverages the same technologies used by leading financial services providers to safeguard online banking and investing websites. Usernames, passwords and account transaction data are fully protected through multilayered security features and the strongest data encryption available.

Because Fiserv has honed our expertise in data acquisition, cleaning, enrichment and security over decades, we have become a trusted aggregation provider to many of the largest financial advisors and money managers in the U.S.
Fiserv is driving innovation in Payments, Processing Services, Risk & Compliance, Customer & Channel Management and Insights & Optimization. Our solutions help clients deliver financial services at the speed of life to enhance the way people live and work today. Visit fiserv.com to learn more.

AllData Aggregation simplifies the integration of consumer financial data into any technology platform.

**Key Benefits**

- Access to over 18,000 data sources
- Bank-level security and compliance
- Reduced latency and response times
- Deeper data and enrichment allows us to solve for wider, more complex use cases
- Comprehensive and accurate transaction data
- Simple integration
- Responsive framework for any device
- Sample API, sandbox tools and other development resources
- Out-of-the-box user interface integrations for linking accounts

**Connect With Us**

For more information about AllData Aggregation, call 800-872-7882, email getsolutions@fiserv.com or visit www.fiserv.com.